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Abstract—We present a framework enabling charging for composed services comprised of services offered by multiple providers. In the framework rating engines may generate charge information for individual services and provide this information upon request to other rating engines when these services are used as part of a composed service. Rating engines additionally employ a two-phase rating process which allows potentially complex business agreements between providers to be reflected in composed service charges. Charges can vary depending on the context in which a service is executed, for example, as part of a composed service which includes services offered by a partner provider. Crucially, the process allows rating engines to calculate these varying charges without having to be manually pre-configured with details of the structure of individual composed services. In the paper we provide an overview of the framework, specifying in detail the rating process and inter-rating engine communications, and describe via an example its deployment in a distributed environment supporting the execution of composed services.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Driven by the requirement to generate a return on their recent investments in 3G licenses and network infrastructure, telecommunications network operators are beginning to promote the development of ecosystems of third party application/service providers who will offer their services to users via the operator’s network. Already, in the Internet world, this vision is becoming a reality, with a vast array of providers, large and small, both offering online services directly to users and trading with each other in virtual ecosystems. Although the markets for networked services are maturing rapidly, there are a number of technical limitations that may prevent them reaching their full potential. Among these are the challenges associated with offering composed services – groupings of services that are executed in an orchestrated manner in order to deliver “added-value” functionality to a user.

Many in the research community see service composition, in particular dynamic service composition – in which services are composed on-the-fly to meet evolving needs – as essential to aid users effectively interact with a service-rich networking environment. However, the task of managing networks supporting composition of user-facing services will be complex. Existing management systems typically target management of user-facing services on an individual basis; they do not consider the possibility that such services can be collectively orchestrated in an almost arbitrary manner to fulfill changing requirements. It is unclear how these management systems can be evolved to provide, for example, performance assurance, service-level security, accounting or fault detection for composed services. We consider service usage accounting to be one of the most pressing issues, since the commercial success of systems facilitating service composition will be contingent on the ability of providers to charge and collect appropriate fees for service usage. Our work has focused on the development of an approach enabling flexible charging for composed services comprised of services offered by multiple providers. In this context, we believe the key challenge is to realze a model reflecting the potentially complex business agreements between multiple providers, one that can provide automated charging for composed services of which the accounting and charging system may have no a priori knowledge.

This paper presents a charging framework targeting composed, multi-provider networked services. The framework is designed to grant service providers the ability to design and deploy charging schemes for their services that govern both the charges generated for usage of these services on a standalone basis and the charges generated when the services are used in conjunction with other services. Furthermore, these charging schemes are generic, in the sense that they do not need to be specified and deployed each time a service becomes part of a composed service. The framework thus supports flexible charging for composed services and, importantly, offers a means for providers to incentivize the inclusion of their services in service compositions by offering appropriate discounts. This paper provides a full description of the charging framework, incorporating a federated version of the two phase rating process originally presented in [1], together with specifications of communications protocols and error handling functionality.

To motivate the need for the proposed charging framework we first briefly review the state of the art in accounting and
II. ACCOUNTING AND CHARGING FOR NETWORKED SERVICES

As shown in Fig. 1, accounting systems for (post-paid) networked services typically incorporate facilities for metering, mediation, rating and billing. Metering takes place within the network infrastructure; it is concerned with the accurate recording of service usage data and exposing collected metering records to the mediation subsystem. Mediation involves reliable collection of “metering records” from metering devices; correlation of records relating to the same service usage sessions; transformation of disparate metering record formats into a common format suited to the needs of the rating subsystem; and reliable transfer of processed records to the rating subsystem. Rating involves the application of models (“charging schemes”) for the mapping of usage data to monetary units based on various criteria: each record received from the mediation subsystem is examined and the appropriate charging scheme is applied, resulting in the generation of a “charge record” for the service session. Finally, the Billing subsystem collates charge records for individual customers, who are invoiced on the basis of these charge records, and any additional subscription fees and discounts.

Accounting and charging for services, including composite services whose structure are known in advance, is a relatively mature area. For example, in the telecommunications domain there is wide deployment of complex systems supporting sophisticated usage- and content-based charging schemes for pre-paid and post-paid, private and corporate, customers. Such systems are typically optimized for reliability and speed, with the components involved in the accounting process being manually configured to account for specific services at the time those services are initially deployed. However, even for relatively simple, standalone services, configuration of accounting operations is today a time consuming and costly activity. Large businesses, such as telephone network operators, invest considerably in complex systems to track usage of their services and charge customers accordingly.

Given the critical importance of accounting and charging to any business, numerous standardization bodies have specified standards for accounting systems, processes and protocols for a range of application domains. For example, the 3GPP SA5 working group has specified standards governing the GPRS/UMTS mobile network entities involved in accounting, whilst the IETF Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) working group has specified protocols for the transfer of accounting data in IP networks. A detailed survey of these and other efforts can be found in [2]. We note that the resulting standards universally assume that accounting and charging is done on an essentially per-service basis; they do not consider the complexities involved in charging for composed services in a manner that can flexibly reflect business agreements between multiple service providers.

The European Commission funded IST FP5 project FORM recognized that the emergence of the business-to-business e-Commerce market was influencing how telecommunications and Internet services were being provided, charged and billed for. One of the challenges addressed by the project was that of providing a service bill that integrated charges for individual service usage of those services constituting a composed service. As a solution the project introduced the concept of an Inter-Enterprise Service Provider (IESP), a business entity that acts as a broker between a service consumer and the third party service providers, consolidating the charges relating to third party service providers and presenting the service consumer with a single bill. The IESP is responsible for the service composition and the management of relationships, contracts, usage data and financial transactions between the service providers and consumers. This approach has been termed Federated Accounting [3] in that it specifically supports the requirement for service providers to cooperate in the provision of composed services in a federated manner and share the generated revenue. However, the approach addresses only statically composed services – an IESP will need to have pre-configured the accounting process for a composed service well in advance of deployment of that service.

Agarwal et al. [4] propose a method for metering and accounting for composite e-services, which is not dependent on a-priori knowledge of the service composition. However, their approach supports only two specific service charging models (flat rate per amount of resource used and flat rate per transaction). More significantly, the charge for an invocation of a composed service will always be the summation of the charges associated with standalone invocations of the constituent services; as discussed previously, this will not always reflect the business relationships between the service providers. For example, providers may wish to offer discounts if their services are used in conjunction with services offered by a partner, or conversely charge a premium if they are used with services of a competitor. The intention of these measures would be to provide cost incentives for the use of particular
service combinations over other combinations providing the same, or similar, functionality.

III. MULTI-PROVIDER SERVICE COMPOSITION ENVIRONMENT MODEL

Our model of a commercial multi-provider composed service execution environment is illustrated in Fig. 2. This environment contains services that can be composed together and various components that support the service composition, execution and accounting processes. The Service Composer is responsible for constructing service compositions to meet specific requirements, whilst the Workflow Manager is responsible for coordinating the execution of composed service invocations. Accounting and charging functionality is provided by a Rating Engine and a Billing System. For simplicity we omit other accounting related components, such as mediation systems, CRM systems, and fraud management systems. As individual services are consumed, metering records, detailing service utilization patterns, are generated and forwarded to a Rating Engine, which is responsible for applying charging schemes that map service usage data contained in those metering records to monetary charges. The Billing System accepts charge records from the Rating Engine and consolidates them to generate customer invoices. We assume that all services are offered on a post-paid basis.

From the accounting perspective, service providers can adopt a number of approaches in offering services, specifically:

- Services are offered as atomic services (e.g. service B in Fig. 2):
  In this approach services appear as individual (non-composed) services for which metering records identifying the service type in question are generated, and for which specific charging schemes are available. Note that these services may actually be realized by the provider as compositions of other services, but for operational or commercial reasons the provider wishes to mask this;

- Services are registered as atomic services and the provider itself controls generation of charge information for the service (e.g. service D in Fig. 2):
  In this approach services again appear as atomic services, even if they are actually realized as service compositions.

However, the provider also takes responsibility for generating charge information for the service, either by maintaining its own rating engine, or by using a rating engine provided by a trusted third party. Thus, if the service is itself used as part of a “higher-level” service composition, its rating engine would be queried by the rating engine responsible for the higher level service;

- Services are registered as composed services and the services comprising that composed service are identified (e.g. service A in Fig. 2):
  In this approach the structure of the offered composed service is visible to the execution environment. Metering records are generated by the (atomic) services comprising the composed service, and the accounting components identify these records as relating to an invocation of the composed service. The composed service may or may not have a specific charging scheme associated with it; if not, the rating engine must be able to calculate charges on the basis of the collection of charging schemes associated with its individual constituent services.

For the purpose of accounting we model composed services as hierarchical collections of atomic and composed services, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The service at the top level of the hierarchy is the master composed service – the service to be rated. Services at the bottom of the hierarchy are all atomic services (they cannot be further decomposed for accounting purposes). We call a group of service directly composed together a composition group.

All Service instances have associated with them a providerID, which uniquely identifies, across the entire environment, the business entity offering that service. They have a serviceID, which uniquely identifies the service type within the set of service types provided by the business entity with the service instance’s providerID. They also have an instanceID, which uniquely identifies an instance of a service type within the set of instances of services with the same serviceID and providerID. This reflects the fact that a service provider may maintain multiple instances of the same service type, and the potential need to distinguish between these instances for rating purposes. Therefore, the tuple of (providerID, serviceID, instanceID) uniquely identify a service instance across the entire environment.

In order to accurately rate dynamically composed services it is of critical importance is able to detect the context in which an atomic service it is rating is being executed – as a
standalone atomic service, or as part of a particular composed service. Our approach is to have the workflow manager assign a unique transactionID to every invocation of a composed service. The transactionID uniquely identifies the invocation of the master composed service during the timeframe between initial invocation and the completion of all processing associated with that invocation. It is passed to every service comprising that composed service and is included in all metering records relating to those services. This approach has the advantage that services do not need to be aware of their full execution context (at least for accounting purposes). Furthermore, every service instance executed within the context of a composed service is passed an invocationID which uniquely defines that invocation of that service instance within the context of the master composed service. Thus, if a master composed service involves two or more independent invocations of the same instance of a given service these invocations can be distinguished by a rating engine.

We assume that when the workflow manager is about to execute a master composed service it knows the location of a rating engine capable of rating this service. A rating engine is capable of rating a master composed service if charging schemes associated with all the atomic services making up that composed service can be accessed, directly or indirectly, by that rating engine. Direct access to a charging scheme implies that the scheme is deployed on the rating engine, whereas indirect access implies that the scheme is deployed on another rating engine that can be queried by the rating engine. The rating engine that is responsible for generating a charge for the master composed service is termed the master rating engine; other rating engines it queries in the course of ascertaining this charge are termed slave rating engines.

We also assume that all rating engines (and indeed workflow managers / service composers) are themselves viewed as services in the composed service execution environment, hence they are assigned a unique (providerID, serviceID, instanceID) tuple which allows them to be identified and located within the environment. A potential advantage of this approach is that use of rating engines themselves could be charged for by rating engine providers – by having them treat themselves as a constituent services of the master composed service.

IV. CHARGING FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION

In our model the key controlling entity is the Workflow Manager, which manages the execution of the composed services. In particular, it will be responsible for coordinating the charging process, selecting one or more rating engines to which services will forward metering records. The model facilitates federated rating – the ability for rating engines to communicate with each other in order to ascertain a charge for the execution of a (composed) service. We believe that support for federated rating will be crucial if the type of multi-provider composed services envisaged are to be made available commercially, since many providers would otherwise be very reluctant to have their charging schemes deployed on rating engines they don’t control. Given the above, there is a clear requirement for our charging framework to support communications interfaces between both the workflow manager and rating engines, and between rating engines themselves. The protocols to facilitate these communications are described in §IV.A/B below.

A key design goal of our framework is to limit the amount of manual configuration of rating engines necessary to allow them generate charges for composed services. Once charging schemes are available for all the atomic services constituting a master composed service it should not be necessary to manually configure individual rating engines so that these charging schemes can be applied together. We therefore conclude that rating engines should not be pre-configured with knowledge of the structure of individual master composed services, rather that this information be supplied to them on-the-fly by a workflow manager. Note that this approach opens the way for supporting charging for dynamically composed services – services which are composed on-the-fly to fulfill some new requirement.

Generating a charge for a master composed service of which a rating engine will have no a-priori knowledge creates a significant challenge: how can we produce a charge that accurately reflects the potentially complex business agreements between different service providers? It would be relatively straightforward to generate charges for all the individual atomic services, and then simply sum these to produce a charge for the master composed service. However, providers are likely to wish that their services are charged at different rates depending on the context in which they are executed. For example, a provider may offer a percentage discount of two or more of its services are used together within the same master composed service. To facilitate this kind of flexible charging for composed services we propose a two-phase rating process, in which atomic services comprising a master composed service can be each initially rated as if they were executed standalone; and subsequently, the generated “interim” individual service charges can be modified based on rules embodied in the service’s charging scheme. Alternatively, composed services can have charging schemes that supersede those associated with the atomic and composed services that constitute them, thereby allowing the provider to apply charging models for a composed services that are completely independent of the underlying services. This process is specified in detail in §IV.C.

Finally, in §IV.D, we discuss how errors in execution of composed services can be handled from the charging perspective.

A. Workflow Manager – Rating Engine Communication

A workflow manager about to execute a master composed service must select the rating engine(s) responsible for rating that service execution instance. There will be one master rating engine and zero or more slave rating engines depending on the make up of the master composed service. The workflow manager passes a message to each rating engine embodying information regarding the service(s) they will be required to rate, and indicating the transactionID that will be assigned to the session. The rating engines ascertain if they have access to the required charging schemes and inform the workflow manager if they do.
The workflow manager then commences execution of the master composed service, resulting in metering records being passed to the appropriate rating engines. Once the master composed service execution session completes the workflow manager sends a message to the master rating engine indicating how the session completed (successfully or unsuccessfully); this acts as a trigger for the master rating engine to start phase 2 of the rating process, which, once completed, results in a final charge for the master composed service execution session. To support this behavior the following four message types are passed between the workflow manager and the master and slave rating engines: rateRequest, rateResponse, executionComplete, and ratingComplete.

1) rateRequest Message
The rateRequest message contains the transactionID that will be contained in all metering records relating to all atomic service invocations for the master composed service invocation. It contains the ratingEngineRole which is set to “Master” or “Slave” depending on whether the workflow manager wishes the rating engine to act as the master or as a slave rating engine.

In the case where the workflow manager is requesting the rating engine to act as the master the message will include the providerID, serviceID, instanceID for the master composed service itself; and a description of the underlying service composition hierarchy in terms of each service’s providerID, serviceID, instanceID and invocationID. For those atomic services that will be rated by a slave rating engine the message will also contain the providerID, serviceID and instanceID of that slave rating engine. In the case where the workflow manager is requesting the rating engine to act as a slave the message will include the providerID, serviceID, instanceID for each of the atomic services (there may be more than one) that the slave rating engine will be required to rate. It will also include the providerID, serviceID and instanceID of the master rating engine (the slave will only pass charge information to its master).

Figure 4. rateRequest XML Schema Representation.

2) rateResponse Message
Upon receipt of a rateRequest message, a rating engine ascertains whether it has access to charging schemes for the required services. In the case of the master rating engine this access may be indirect (via slave rating engines). It responds with a rateResponse message indicating the transactionID and containing a list of all the atomic services in question. For each service readyToRate is set to “Yes” if the rating engine has direct/indirect access to the required charging scheme, and “No” otherwise. Explicit knowledge of which services a rating engine may not be currently able to rate may allow the workflow manager to seek another rating engine for these services. Once the workflow manager receives positive rateResponse messages from the master and slave rating engines (indicating that all the required services can be rated) it will proceed with execution of the master composed service. Fig. 5 provides a representation of the rateResponse message format.

Figure 5. rateResponse XML Schema Representation.

3) executionComplete Message
The workflow manager sends the master rating engine an executionComplete message once the master composed service execution session completes. This message contains the transactionID and completionStatus, the latter indicating that the session as a whole was “successful” or “unsuccessful”. If the session was successful the master rating engine can proceed with phase 2 of its rating process as described in §IV.C. If not, the message also contains a list of all the atomic services in the master composed service, specifying their providerID, serviceID, instanceID, invocationID, and executionStatus. The executionStatus indicates whether that invocation of that service instance was “completedSuccessfully”, “notStarted” or “completedPartially”, before the error condition occurred. The

Figure 6. executionComplete XML Schema Representation.
master rating engine then proceeds with the error handling version of phase 2 of its rating process, as described in §IV.D. Fig. 6 illustrates the executionComplete message format.

4) ratingComplete Message
The ratingComplete message is sent by the master rating engine to the workflow manager upon completion of phase 2 of the rating process. As shown in Fig. 7 it contains the transactionID and the ratingStatus, with the latter being “successful” or “unsuccessful”.

B. Rating Engine – Rating Engine Communication
As discussed above, master rating engines must be able to request charge information from slave rating engines who are responsible for rating one or more of the atomic services comprising the master composed service. To achieve this we introduce chargeRequest and chargeResponse messages, as follows:

1) chargeRequest Message
Upon receipt of an executionComplete message from the workflow manager the master rating sends a chargeRequest message to the relevant slave rating engine for each of the atomic services it has not itself rated. As shown in Fig. 8 these messages contain the transactionID, the providerID, serviceID, instanceID and invocationID for the service instance invocation for which the charge is being requested; and also a list of the other services (“partnerServices”) that constitute that service’s composition group in the master composed service (this list specifies the providerID, serviceID, instanceID and invocationID for each such service). Inclusion of the composition group information allows the slave rating engine to execute phase 2 of the rating process, in which the charge for the service instance invocation may be modified (see §IV.C). The receiving slave rating engine will confirm that the chargeRequest originates from the expected master rating engine (as indicated in the original rateRequest message it received from the workflow manager); if it does it runs phase 2 of the rating process for the service instance invocation in question.

2) chargeResponse Message
Upon completion of phase 2 of the rating process the slave rating engine transfers the resulting charge in a chargeResponse message to the master rating engine. As illustrated in Fig. 9 the chargeResponse message contains the transactionID, the providerID, serviceID, instanceID and invocationID for the service instance invocation; the chargeUnitType and the chargeValue

C. Two-phase Rating Process Specification
In this section we specify the two-phase rating process for composed services. During the process atomic services comprising a composed service are each initially rated as if they were executed standalone; then, in the second phase, a charge for the composed service reflecting modifications to atomic service charges is generated. To facilitate this process we use charging schemes consisting of two distinct parts: part 1 dictates how charges are to be calculated when the service is invoked in isolation (not as part of a composed service); whilst part 2 dictates any modifications to charges generated by application of part 1 in cases where the service is invoked in the context of a composed service.

Charging schemes can be associated with composed services as well as with atomic services. For composed services these schemes can consist of a part 1 only, a part 2 only, or a part 1 together with a part 2. Where a part 2 is present it dictates how charges associated with an invocation of that composed service are modified if that composed service is itself invoked as a constituent of a composed service. If a part 1 is present it is assumed to contain information necessary to process all of the metering records associated with all of the atomic services directly comprising that composed service, and will effectively replace the charging schemes associated with these services. In this way the charging model applied for the composed service can be made completely independent of the charging models associated with the services that constitute that composed service. Note however, that the charging schemes associated with the constituent services may still be applied in parallel with that of the composed service, so that providers of these services can be informed of the level of service usage undertaken – this information may be an important means of verifying that the payment they receive for this service invocation is correct.

We now outline the process in terms of both phases, assuming for simplicity that composed services do not have charging schemes containing a part 1 associated with them:
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The initial step for the master rating engine in phase 2 is to contact the relevant slave rating engines to ascertain the charges generated for those service instance invocations for which the rating engine did not itself perform phase 1 rating (see §IV.B). The slave rating engines then apply a slightly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$s_m$</td>
<td></td>
<td>The master composed service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${S_m}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>The set of all services of which $s_m$ is comprised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$M \geq 2$</td>
<td>The number of all services of which $s_m$ is comprised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${S_s}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>The set of services of which $s_m$ is directly comprised (i.e. the top level set of services which are combined together to realise $s_m$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>$2 \leq D \leq M$</td>
<td>The number of services that directly comprise $s_m$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${S_p}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>The subset of services comprising $s_m$ that are rated by other rating engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_i$</td>
<td>$s_i \in {S_p}$</td>
<td>an arbitrary service of which $s_m$ is comprised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${S_c}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>The set of services of which $s_i$ is comprised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_i$</td>
<td>$0 \leq n_i \leq M - 2$</td>
<td>The number of services that service $s_i$ is comprised of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_i$</td>
<td></td>
<td>The charge associated with service $s_i$ in the relevant interim charge record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta c_i$</td>
<td></td>
<td>The change in $c_i$ as a result of phase 2 of the rating process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_m$</td>
<td></td>
<td>The final charge associated with $s_m$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) **Phase 1: rating atomic services as standalone services**

As the atomic service instances comprising the composed service are invoked and executed metering records relating to them are transferred to the rating engine (in the cases where the rating engine has direct access to the associated charging scheme). Every such metering record received by the rating engine is rated using part 1 of the charging scheme associated with that service, with the first one resulting in the generation of an interim charge record for the associated invocation of the atomic service instance. As well as the chargeUnitType and chargeValue, interim charge records include the transactionID, providerID, serviceID, instanceID and invocationID.

Subsequent metering records for this service instance invocation result in the generation of a charge delta and the chargeValue in the interim charge record is updated accordingly (note that in the vast majority of cases this delta will be an increment, not a decrement, but both are possible). The rating engine continues processing metering records in this manner until the service execution is complete. Note that many service instance invocations may result in the generation of only a single metering record.

2) **Phase 2: modification of interim charges and overall charge calculation**

In phase 2 the interim charges generated in phase 1 are modified in accordance with the part 2 of the services’ charging schemes. Part 2 contains rules specifying how much a

Figure 10. Composed service charging algorithm.
adapted version of the algorithm discussed below to modify the charges for these service instance invocations (they treat the composition group as the overall composed service, but only modify the charge for the service instance invocation they themselves rated).

Once the master rating engine receives charge information for all the atomic services that were rated by slave rating engines it executes the recursive algorithm specified in Fig. 10 to calculate discounts/penalties and ascertain the overall charge for the invocation of the master composed service. The notation used to describe this algorithm is described in Table 1. The algorithm employs recursion, with the master composed service composition hierarchy being traversed so that charges related to composition groups lower in the hierarchy are processed before those at higher levels. Charges for these groups need to be calculated first, as they are in turn needed for calculation of charges at the higher levels.

When executed by the master rating engine, the algorithm produces a charge for the invocation of the master composed service. This charge is put into a charge record for the invocation, along with the providerID and serviceID of the master composed service, the transactionID, and any other information taken from the metering records that is required by the billing system, for example, the consumerID associated with the service consumer. At this point the master rating engine also sends a ratingComplete message to the workflow manager. The charge record is subsequently transferred to the billing system for further processing (depending on the implementation it may be streamed immediately, or send as part of a batch at a later time).

D. Error Handling

In this section we address how errors in the execution of a composed service potentially impact on the charging process and describe how our framework handles critical errors. Clearly, during any service execution there is potential for both critical errors that force immediate halting of the service execution, and less serious errors that can be recovered from. The latter are less likely to impact directly on the charging process, since they can be expected to be reflected within the metering records relating to the service invocations in question. For example, an error that results in a lower level of delivered Quality-of-Service (QoS) to the user will be reflected in the metering records and handled accordingly by the service charging scheme, typically resulting in a reduced charge when that metering record is rated (in the normal manner).

On the other hand, errors that halt service execution severely effect how a composed service is to be charged for. Consider the case where a service halts due to error in the middle of a larger composed service execution: a number of (unrelated) services may have already completed fully or be partially completed, and a number of (unrelated) services may not have yet been invoked. The end user is unlikely to wish to be charged (even partially) for a composed service that, taken as a whole, failed; however, providers of services that were invoked and completed successfully will expect to receive payment as normal. To overcome this potential conflict of interest it can be considered essential that the providers and customer agree in advance a service level agreement (SLA) for the master composed service, specifying in detail how services will be charged for when critical errors occur.

When a critical error does occur during the execution of a particular service instance invocation other service instance invocations will be in one of the following states: (1) completed, (2) partially completed, or (3) not started. Clearly no charges will be applied for service instance invocations not started. However, for completed and partially completed invocations an number of options are possible:

1. charge for these services instance invocations as normal, i.e. based on the metering records received to date and the rules specified in the relevant charging schemes;
2. charge for these service instance invocations, but applying some form of discount (this may be realized by an alternative set of charging scheme rules to those normally applied);
3. do not charge for these service instance invocations.

Which of these options is to be applied to which service instances must be detailed in the master composed service SLA, and reflected in the corresponding charging schemes. Crucially, option 2 requires that the master rating engine is made aware that the error occurred, that is, that the master composed service did not complete execution successfully. As is evident from §IV.A.3) this is achieved by setting the completionStatus of the executionComplete message to “unsuccessful” and including a list of the executionStatus of each of the services.

Upon receipt of an executionComplete message indicating a critical error the master rating engine requests charge information from slave rating engines for services that were partially or fully completed. It then runs the phase 2 algorithm, flagging the error condition, so that the discount/penalty charging scheme part 2 rule set for error conditions are applied instead of the standard part 2 rule set. Note that these rules may allow providers specify discounts/penalties on the basis that their (successfully executed) service was composed together with one or more services that were not yet invoked when the error condition occurred.

V. CHARGING FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we describe a prototypical implementation of the proposed charging framework. This implementation has involved the enhancement of a previously developed rating engine prototype called the Rating Bureau Service (RBS), and its deployment as part of the Digital Business Ecosystem (DBE) – a distributed, open-source business-to-business environment supporting advanced service recommendation and service composition.

A. Rating Bureau Service Enhancement

The Rating Bureau Service was developed during the IST FP5 AlbatroS project [5] as rating engine exposed via a web services interface and adhering to the IPDR NDM-U protocol [6], a standard for describing and conveying rateable events for IP services in XML format (though it can be readily applied to
The RBS also includes a web services implementation of the IPDR document transfer protocol for exchange of IPDRs between mediation and rating components. It performs mediation of metering records into IPDR records, rating of these records via a spreadsheet engine that employs charging schemes represented as Microsoft Excel compliant worksheets, and performs basic billing functionality through the generation of web-based customer invoices.

The RBS exposes an interface which allows for service elements or mediation systems to push IPDR usage data for subsequent charging. Several records, each detailing usage elements or mediation systems to push IPDR usage data for subsequent charging. Several records, each detailing usage elements or mediation systems to push IPDR usage data for subsequent charging. Each of these records the RBS first stores the data record in a ‘unrated’ table in a database and then determines the appropriate charging scheme for the usage instance, extracts relevant values from the usage data and inserts these into the charging scheme. Charging schemes in the RBS are realized as worksheets containing named cells denoting which elements of the usage data should be inserted. The appropriate parameters are read from the record and inserted into the spreadsheet. The charge is calculated by a spreadsheet engine and then read from a ‘charge’ named cell. This resulting charge is inserted into the record in a charge element. Full details of the process are provided in [7].

The original RBS, as described above, provides the base functionality to realize phase 1 of the proposed rating process. To be compliant with our charging framework it was enhanced to support communication with the workflow manager and other rating engines (as either the master or slave), and, more significantly, the existing stateless rating process was enhanced to support stateful, two-phase rating. Finally, for deployment as a DBE service, the RBS was enhanced with a DBE service proxy wrapper to support communication with other DBE entities. The high-level system architecture of the enhanced RBS is shown in Fig. 11; shaded boxes represent the new sub-systems required for compliance with the proposed charging framework.

**B. Deploying the enhanced RBS in the Digital Business Ecosystem**

The DBE project [8] is developing an open-source distributed environment (“the DBE”) that can support the spontaneous creation of applications through the composition of (not necessarily open-source) software services and components. In doing so the project is adopting an approach based on business modeling techniques, complemented by evolutionary algorithms inspired by biological processes; the latter are intended to provide bottom-up incremental improvement of business models through run-time feedback on service performance. The DBE is being targeted primarily towards small businesses, which will be able to concatenate their offered services within service chains (compositions) formulated on a pan-European basis. By offering access to a large pool of service providers and consumers, and itself providing advanced recommendation systems and evolutionary algorithms, the DBE will support continued global optimization of service compositions, benefiting all of its participants [9].

From an architectural perspective the DBE can be viewed as consisting of a service factory environment and a service execution environment. Clients of the DBE will use the service factory environment to specify business models and generate associated software artifacts for subsequent implementation, composition and use. The service execution environments hosts implemented services, managing the process of registering, deploying, searching for, recommending, composing, retrieving and consuming services.

Fig. 12 illustrates the main component types constituting the DBE service execution environment. The Service Composer (SC) component is responsible for constructing service compositions to meet specific requirements captured in the DBE service factory environment. The Recommender component provides the service composer with ranked lists of services that could fulfill specific functions within a service composition. To rank services in this manner it uses historical data relating to service use and performance, which are stored in the Knowledge Base repository. This information is organized as a “fitness landscape,” with fitness levels being assigned to services on the basis of a range of criteria; the fitness landscape is also used as the main input into the evolutionary algorithms that optimize service compositions throughout their lifetimes. Once service compositions are constructed, their actual execution is coordinated by the Transaction Workflow Manager (TWFM), which also coordinates the charging process.

During the execution of individual DBE services metering records detailing their utilization patterns are generated and forwarded to an accounting system (itself realized as a standard DBE service). The enhanced RBS, which realizes the charging framework presented in this paper, is incorporated into the DBE as the default accounting system service. At the time of
writing the DBE effort is ongoing, thus, full distributed trials of the operation of the environment have not yet occurred. However, in the next section we will discuss initial validation tests of the functional efficacy of the enhanced RBS in realizing our charging framework in the context of the DBE.

VI. EXAMPLE USE SCENARIO

In this section we show how an example multi-provider composed service is rated in our charging framework. The example service, depicted in Fig. 13, realizes an email client accessed via a GPRS-enabled mobile device when a user is roaming and cannot access their home email system. At the top level of the composition hierarchy the master composed service is comprised of a web-based email client GUI service, a functional email service, a virtual storage drive service (for storage of draft/received email attachments), and the GPRS data transfer service offered by the visited network operator. The functional email service is itself a composed service, comprised of a service offering access to the user’s home IMAP server and a service offering access to an SMTP server in the visited domain.

As can be seen from Fig. 13 there are four separate providers involved in the composed service. The GPRS data transfer is provided by the visited network operator (provider D), which rates for this service using its own rating engine. The SMTP service is provided by a partner (provider C) of the user’s home IMAP service provider (provider B); both offer a discount for using services of the other. The client GUI and virtual storage drive services are both provided by provider A and are assumed to have been selected for inclusion in the service composition based on a particular user preference. This is in spite of the fact that provider D imposes a penalty for the use of these two services (since it itself offers similar services). All provider A, B and C services are rated by a master rating engine, the use of which is not charged for. Fig. 14 summarizes the charging schemes associated with each of these services, specifying the discounts/penalties as outlined above.

To validate how the mobile email service is rated by our framework all the services except for GPRS were realized as prototype DBE services, for whom metering data is collected by DBE service proxy and forwarded to an instance of the RBS

![Figure 13. Example multi-provider composed mobile email service.](image-url)
the sense that it does not depend on the presence of any stateful, two-phase rating process. The framework is generic in support for communication with other entities and support for architectures are significantly redesigned in order to introduce services, workflow managers and rating engines realize the specific underlying implementation technologies – if the support for the framework, requires that rating engine business agreements between multiple providers in charging functionality described in the paper the framework could equally be applied in, for example, a web services environment or a 3G IP Multimedia Subsystem.

As described in the paper we have validated the proposed framework by enhancing the previously-developed RBS rating engine and deploying in the context of the Digital Business Ecosystem. Full trials with real DBE users are planned for 2006; these trials are expected to provide more concrete feedback on the efficacy, performance and scalability of the framework, in particular the two-phase rating process. Before these trials the RBS will be further enhanced, for example, to support automated deployment of charging schemes by the DBE service composor (as opposed to manual deployment in the current implementation). We also plan to address both the potential role of rating engines in providing service cost estimates that could be used in the DBE service composition process. Beyond that, we hope to expand our framework to incorporate facilities for flexible billing and payment for composed services.
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